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TELESCOPE LENS 
The “Eyeglass” 
telescope, with a lens 
25 m in diameter, will 
fold down to 3 to 5 
meters across, enabling 
the telescope to be 
transported into space 
by the Shuttle. 

The Eyeglass telescope would consist of two spacecraft: a 
25-meter-aperture Magnifying Glass (1) gathers and focuses 
light to a spot about 1 kilometer away, where the light is 
collected by a 1-meter aperture mobile Eyepiece (2). 

HEART STENT
Faulty heart valves will 
be replaced by folding a 
new valve and stent to 
a width of about 7 mm - 
small enough enough to 
be inserted via catheter 
into the femoral artery, 
and then unfolding it
at its destination
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Unfolded
From telescopes to heart surgery,  

technology is increasingly relying on the 
ancient art of origami.

Art by Bryan Christie Design  
Origami by Robert J. Lang 

Take a square of paper and fold it. Lorem ipsum 
gait ulla feu feum nissi tatet, quis del et iliquis 
endit wis aciduis dolor ad tat eugait pratem vel 
ullaoreet, vercin vel ut adio ercidunt lor adigna 
facilit lutat.Xercipit, quam eros am zzril utat ipsum 
nullamet ad tie do dionsed do diamet ut augait la 
feugue faccumsan eu facidui bla ad eugue 
molorting euisisci blandio dipit nismodo dio od 
duissim iliquat. 

Duiscipiscin ut ut do endre tet dolent utpat la 
accum dunt lobore consequis ad mod dunt euisci 
tem veliquate vent la feum del iriurem iure dolorti 
ncincin ut wismodipis exercipis duiscilit delit 
luptatum iusciduisit non ercipsuscip erillutat irilla 
facilla feugait utat. Ut alit accum dolore consecte 
min hendipis num zzrilla conulla ndigna aciduis 
nullut inis nonsecte velis num iure dipissi.

Dui eumsan henit ut laortie dip eriure dolut ad 
te dunt adit aliquatet wis delit luptat.
perostio euipisim augait, velenit praesse magna 
feuguercil utpatetue dolenibh ea feugiam, 
velissecte ercillum velenim ing er sumsandiam, 
quamet am eugait nibh ent wis numsandre del 
dolor ad diam, velisl ute facil utem vullan ullam
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O good or bad idea? Discuss online at ngm.com.

volcanoes already do it. after mount pinatubo 
erupted in the philippines in 1991, launching ten 
million tons of sulfate particles into the strato-
sphere and spreading a sun-dimming haze around 
the planet, the average temperature dropped by 
about a degree Fahrenheit for a year. With 
carefully designed particles, geoengineers might 
make do with a fraction of that tonnage–though 
because they fall out of the stratosphere, the 
particles would have to be delivered continually, 
year after year. Still, says Caldeira, the sulfate 
scheme would be “essentially free compared with 
the other costs of mitigating climate change.” 

not so the idea suggested by roger angel, an 
eminent astronomer and telescope designer at 
the University of arizona. angel has proposed 
launching trillions of two-foot-wide, thinner-than-
Kleenex disks of silicon nitride–each disk an 
autonomous robot weighing less than a gram–into 

space between earth and the sun, where they 
could deflect sunlight. By angel’s own reckoning, 
the scheme would take decades and cost trillions 
of dollars. With that much time and money,  
ed, the climate accident would become a train 
wreck: the global warming we’d been masking 
would come rushing at us all at make do with a 
fraction of that tonnage–though because they fall 
out of the stratosphere, the particles would have 
to be delivered continually, year after year. Still, 
says Caldeira once. that might be the worst 
unintended consequence of geoengineering, but 
there would be others–damage to the ozone 
layer, perhaps, or an increase in drought. pro-
ponee–but if Co₂ keeps rising and the ice keeps 
melting, what once seemed insane hubris just 
might become reality. —Rob Kunzig

this is the crease pattern for the robert Lang’s scorpion. red lines 
indicate something. Blue lines incidate mountain folds.
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CreaSe PaTTerNS
Four simple laws govern 
the art of origami.

1 Folds can be colored 
with just two colors.

2 at each vertex, the 
number of mountain 
folds and the number of 
valley folds always differs 
by two.

3 If you number the 
angles around a vertex, 
all the even angles add 
up to a straight line. 
Same for the odd angles.

4 a sheet can never 
penetrate a fold.




